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O

ne thing is clear today. People in the world are mobile but brands are standing
still! While print is still relevant it needs to be more “mobile” and inventive to
keep up with the mobile world. In the new media world, traditional print suffers from
some important laminations with respect to new media. So how to move print to the
21st Century? – Augmented reality! Augmented reality (AR) in print can broach that
for your “standing still” clients. While AR has been around for several years it is not
being sold or used effectively.
For example, mobile technologies drive consumer demand, while demand for transactional and static print continue to decline. Marketers and service providers are seeking
new ways to deliver relevant transactional data to the target customer. By adopting a
small screen first strategy, there is a tremendous opportunity for brands, service bureaus, and print producers to play a key role in this new communication reality.
Augmented reality offers a way to move from traditional, static print to an interactive
experience improving engagement and extending the life of printed pieces beyond initial contact. Remember, our younger population lives on interactive experiences! AR
is a live, direct or indirect view of a physical real-world environment whose elements
are augmented by computer-generated sensory input such as sound, video, graphics or
GPS data. Augmented reality for print is a new and exciting way to pull that printed
static page out and provide way more content to the reader. It’s another way to sell
print for clients!
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